
The following encompasses the full issuances of our
"five notes" and was gathered from Bureau of Engraving
and Printing reports showing fiscal year deliveries to the
Disbursing Unit of the Treasury Department. Although
the statistics are available in part from other sources, it
is my wish that these figures alluding to the most popular
notes be handy in this comprehensive form which will
be of possible assistance to the collector and researcher.

EDUCATIONAL $1

Sheets Notes
4,932,000 19,728,000
5,127,000 20,508,000
4,277,000 17,108,000

14,336,000 57,344,000

EDUCATIONAL $2

Fiscal Year
1897
1898
1899

Dollar Value
$ 19,728,000
$ 20,508,000
$ 17,108,000

$ 57,344,000

EDUCATIONAL $5

2,040,000 8,160,000
2,779,000 11,116,000
1,842,000 7,368,000
2,072,000 8,288,000

8,733,000 34,932,000

$5 SILVER 1899 ("ONEPAPA")

Sheets	 Notes
119,000 476,000

6,349,000 25,396,000
7,093,000 28,372,000
8,928,000 35,712,000

11,059,000 44,236,000
5,021,000 20,084,000
9,078,000 36,312,000
7,404,000 29,616,000
6,603,000 26,412,000
6,888,000 27,552,000
6,913,500 27,654,000
6,272,000 25,088,000
7,311,000 29,244,000
6,078,000 24,312,000
6,488,000 25,952,000
3,966,000 15,864,000
6,738,000 26,952,000
5,524,000 22,096,000
3,209,000 12,836,000

(None printed)
(None printed)

1,775,000 7,100,000
5,522,000 22,088,000
7,174,000 28,696,000
3,456,000 13,824,000
2,494,000 9,976,000

51,000 204,000

141,513,500 556,054,000

1897
1898
1899
1900

Fiscal Year
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926

$ 40,800,000
$ 55,580,000
$ 36,840,000
$ 41,440,000

$174,660,000

Dollar Value
2,380,000

126,980,000
141,860,000
178,560,000
221,180,000
100,420,000
181,560,000
148,080,000
132,060,000
137,760,000
138,270,000
125,440,000
146,220,000
121,760,000
129,760,000
79,320,000

134,760,000
110,480,000
64,180,000

$ 35,500,000
$ 110,440,000
$ 143,480,000
$ 69,120,000
$ 49,880,000
$ 1,020,000

$2,830,270,000

1,419,000 5,676,000
1,399,000 5,596,000
1,866,000 7,464,000

479,000 1,916,000

5,163,000 20,652,000

$ 11,352,000
$ 11,192,000
$ 14,928,000
$ 3,832,000

$ 41,304,000

1897
1898
1899
1900
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Statistical information on the five most popular U. S. notes

The Quintessential Quintet
By Morey Perlmutter

HE general popularity of U. S. paper money among
collectors, on its own obvious merits or as an ad-
junct to coins and other historical antiquities, has

increased over the past five years to an extent light years
beyond the most extravagant prognostications of the "rag-
pickers" of yesteryear. Long dormant in a field domi-
nated by numismatists and philatelists, United States
large-size paper money issued between August 10, 1861
and July 10, 1929, probably the most representative
ART vehicle of our 19th century renaissance, finally
came of age with a reverberation worthy of a high
reading on the Richter scale. Whereas coins over the
years were given liberal (even if oftentimes inaccurate
and erroneous) coverage in the press, paper money was
generally neglected. Even today, in my personal exper-
ience, I have found that many older people have no recall
whatever of any large bills, other than the Series 1914
Federal Reserve Notes, and Series 1923 one dollar
Silver Certificates which proliferated almost into
infinity. In large part, this may be due to the fact that
paper was more transient than and not as durable as the
beautiful gold and silver coinage we once enjoyed.

In the age of the collector-investor, certain issues re-
main more in demand than others. In paper money,
there are five notes which are outstanding in this
respect: The Series 1901 $10 Legal, the "Bison" note;
the Series 1899 $5 Silver, the so-called "Onepapa" note;
and the Series 1896 $1, $2 and $5 Silvers, the famous
"Educational" notes. Their popularity among paper
collectors is academic, but among others is endemic. The
Indian and Buffalo notes are about as true "Americana"
as one could hope to find. (The "Pioneer" $5 Legals of
1869-1875-1878-1880-1907 follow a close second.) The
"Educationals" are probably the finest examples of the
engravers' original art extant, notwithstanding the super-
lative First Charter Period reverses, which in the
opinion of many, are better than the originals adorning
the Capitol rotunda walls. Indeed, these five notes have
provided the nucleus of many a large or modest collection
of United States paper money.

My purpose is not necessarily to provide new informa-
tion concerning these issues, nor is it an attempt to pre-
sent in a different form what has already been expounded
within these pages, despite my desire to adhere to the
former concept. To the best of my knowledge, the
statistics herein represent the first time they have been
gathered together for the convenience and edification of
the collector. These tables are being prepared in early
December, 1973. It is quite possible that by the time
this appears, new publications may be available with
similar figures on these and other notes, some even to
the extent of signature-combinations, that have never
been a matter of public record.
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$10 LEGAL 1901 ("BisoN")
Fiscal Year 	 Sheets 	 Notes	 Dollar Value
1902 2,151,000 8,604,000 $ 	 86,040,000
1903 3,329,000 13,316,000 $ 	 133,160,000
1904 2,021,000 8,084,000 $	 80,840,000
1905 3,810,000 15,240,000 $	 152,400,000
1906 2,092,000 8,368,000 $	 83,680,000
1907 2,291,000 9,164,000 $	 91,640,000
1908 694,000 2,776,000 $	 27,760,000
1909 1,302,000 5,208,000 $ 	 52,080,000
1910 1,692,500 6,770,000 $ 	 67,700,000
1911 175,000 700,000 $	 7,000,000
1912 1,571,000 6,284,000 $	 62,840,000
1913 485,000 1,940,000 $	 19,400,000
1914 879,000 3,516,000 $	 35,160,000
1915 1,817,000 7,268,000 $	 72,680,000
1916 188,000 752,000 $ 7,520,000
1917 346,000 1,384,000 $ 13,840,000
1918 357,000 1,428,000 $ 14,280,000
1919 (None printed)
1920 (None printed)
1921 360,000 	 1,440,000 $ 14,440,000
1922 2,547,000 10,188,000 $ 101,880,000
1923 1,735,000 6,940,000 $ 69,400,000
1924 3,590,000 14,360,000 $ 143,600,000
1925 2,339,000 9,356,000 $ 93,560,000
1926 1,468,000 5,872,000 $ 58,720,000

37,239,500 148,958,000 $1,489,580,000

Federal Reserve Corner

T HE big news of the day is the approaching publi-
cation of Chuck O'Donnell's newest edition of his
Handbook. With April as the appearance date,

we can expect some big things in store for us. Chuck
has expanded the Standard Handbook, which last ap-
peared in 1971 in 3d Edition, to cover Federal Reserve
Notes through the $20 denomination. Much new in-
formation has been dug out of the Bureau files, as well
as obtained from all major paper money collections.
There will be a brisk demand for this hook, but here
we can expect some difficulty as the printing has been
very limited. We will review this book on appearance.

The Bureau of Engraving and Printing has continued
with a heavy schedule of $1 notes on the COPE over-
printing equipment. The six groups of Series 1969 D
notes to be COPE produced, and which will be appear-
ing in these districts shortly, are:

New York B 01920001 D thru B 64640000 D
Chicago G 15360001 C thru G 99840000 C

G 00000001 D thru G 17920000 D
(further printings in this run are possible,
as this is latest printing only.)

San Francisco L 16440001 D thru L 31360000 D
(same here as for last Chicago printing.)

All other printings in the past few months were con-
ventional. The hardest series of serials to locate seem
to be the final press run in the Block, or from notes
99 840 001 thru 99 999 999. These are being eagerly
sought, and should you find any of these, obtain them.

There is much greater interest in the $1 and $5
denominations than ever before. We expect to expand
into the $5 denomination in the near future, so keep us

posted on new items being found in all denominations
within your district. Thanks for your contined help.

NATHAN GOLDSTEIN II
Box 36
Greenville, Miss. 38702

THE CHECKBOOK

Imprinted Revenue

Stamps on

Checks

Now Illustrated

in

Philatelic Catalog

C HECKOPHILES and collectors of other types of
security paper now have available a completely
illustrated and priced listing of the imprinted rev-

enue stamps used during the Civil War period until
1882 and again briefly during the Spanish-American
War. Although Scott's United States Stamp Catalogue
Specialized has carried a listing for many years. it was
illustrated only by inadequate line drawings with blank
centers which made identification difficult. Now the
Scott people have added clear photographs in the 1974
edition of their catalogue, available at stamp dealers
and department stores.

This improvement resulted largely from the efforts
of a Miami Beach attorney and collector of revenue
stamps, Samuel S. Smith. For more than a year his
series of articles dealing with each basic type of design
has been appearing in The United States Specialist,
journal of the Bureau Issues Association, a philatelic
organization of collectors of U. S. stamps and postal
history. Most of these issues (January through Novem-
ber, 1973, and February and March, 1974)  are still
available from the Executive Secretary, BIA, 19 Maple
St., Arlington, MA 02174. Please enclose a stamped,
addressed envelope when writing for information.
Several more installments will be required for completion
of the series.

The addition of the photographs to the Scott catalog
will greatly stimulate interest in checks with the revenue
impressions. already considered a popular specialty
cutting across the lines between philately and numis-
matics.
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